


AFRICA UNDER NEOLIBERALISM

The period since the 1980s has seen sustained pressure on Africa’s political elite to 
anchor the continent’s development strategies in neoliberalism in exchange for 
vitally needed development assistance. Rafts of policies and programmes have come 
to underpin the relationship between continental governments and the donor com-
munities of the West and particularly their institutions of global governance – the 
International Financial Institutions. Over time, these policies and programmes have 
sought to transform the authority and capacity of the state to effect social, political 
and economic change, while opening up the domestic space for transnational capital 
and ideas. The outcome is a continent now more open to international capital, 
export- oriented and liberal in its political governance. Has neoliberalism finally 
arrested underdevelopment in Africa?
 Bringing together leading researchers and analysts to examine key questions 
from a multidisciplinary perspective, this book involves a fundamental departure 
from orthodox analysis which often predicates colonialism as the referent object. 
Here, three decades of neoliberalism with its complex social and economic philo-
sophy are given primacy. With the changed focus, an elucidation of the relationship 
between global development and local changes is examined through a myriad of 
pressing contemporary issues to offer a critical multidisciplinary appraisal of chal-
lenge and change in Africa over the past three decades.
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1
AfricA Under neoliberAlism

Nana Poku and Jim Whitman

The expansion and consolidation of neoliberalism

Neoliberalism is now both everywhere and nowhere. In political discourse and in 
academic literature, the visibility of ‘neoliberalism’ as a primary term in Inter-
national Political Economy has shrunk very considerably1 while, at the same time, 
it has taken adjectival form in research fields as diverse as conservation, criminal 
justice, urban studies, health care reform, higher education and party politics. The 
puzzling diffusion of the term can be accounted for in part by the remarkably wide 
and often imprecise ways in which it has been deployed. Indeed, one research 
project which examined the literature over a 14-year span concluded that ‘the term 
is often undefined; it is employed unevenly across ideological divides; and it is used 
to characterize an excessively broad variety of phenomena’ (Boas and Gans- Morse 
2009, 161). Yet ‘neoliberalism’ is still frequently invoked in ways that signal both 
its embeddedness and its decades- long, pervasive effects, often as shorthand to 
depict – and frequently, to castigate – the inequities of capitalism.
 ‘Neoliberalism’ has resisted definitional consensus for many other reasons: its 
complex history; the involvement of a multitude of both state and non- state actors; 
shifting, highly adaptable purposes; and varying forms and degrees of political and fin-
ancial expression. It is not monolithic; unilinear; irresistible; unambiguously good or 
bad; and in terms of its far- reaching effects, not easy to comprehend from a single 
viewpoint – socio- political, economic or institutional. But although ‘neoliberalism’ 
lacks precision, it has after all taken explicit ideological and programmatic forms; and 
there are sufficient commonalities between its varieties and phases to make the term 
meaningful and its history coherent. For our purposes, we can characterize as neolib-
eral the philosophical and political determination to give primacy to free markets over 
state- led regulatory regimes for business and trade; and over forms of tax- generated 
public subsidies. So neoliberalism is concerned essentially with the configuration and 
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re- configuration of relational qualities, particularly between states, citizens and markets 
(Jones 2012; Burgin 2012). Neoliberal initiatives most often take the form of deregula-
tion and privatization initiatives, as conditional loans in response to financial crises, as 
‘corrective’ austerity measures or as a domestic political determination that formerly 
state- owned, directed or subsidized sectors will perform more efficiently and to the 
greater good if obliged to operate in a competitive market.
 Much like the wider, enabling dynamics propelling globalization, there is no 
directing power for neoliberalism writ large, no grand strategic, unified purpose 
beyond a loosening of restraints on the largely private accumulation of wealth. One 
needs no recourse to conspiratorial or mono- causal imaginings: the dynamics involved 
are generated from common (and increasingly networked) interests in re- framing 
state–market relationships and exploiting opportunities for wealth transference and/or 
accumulation. In addition to the familiar instruments of neoliberalism – capital con-
trols, the opening up of domestic markets and the shrinking of the state, particularly 
through curbs on fiscal deficits and the accumulation of debt – there are also politico-
 financial arrangements such as tax competition, offshore tax havens, forms of inward 
investment, complex investment vehicles and the ease and speed with which capital 
can be moved around the world, all of which facilitate neoliberal initiatives, even in 
the absence of philosophically explicit neoliberalist ideals.
 Over decades, the accretion and institutionalization of neoliberal values has been 
pervasive, both nationally and internationally, constraining and shaping socio- political 
expectation as much as the institutions of governance. Throughout much of the 
developed world – and in the US and UK most notably – political differences over 
the role of the state and the governance of finance mostly turn on the particulars of 
policy implementation rather than on the issues fundamental to the organization of 
political community, such as ownership, equity, justice, and the accrual and expres-
sion of power and accountability. Neoliberalism has not only shed its once- radical 
profile; neoliberal arrangements are now unexceptional throughout much of the 
world, the default setting for a significant portion of the organization of political com-
munity, with the result that opposing views struggle to find purchase:

Once upon a time, antineoliberal theory posited an opposition between the 
state and the free market, arguing that the antidote to the latter lay in the 
active intervention of the former. But the opposition is false, just another 
piece of the detritus of the modern history of capital. As states become mega-
 corporations … they become inextricably part of the workings of the market 
and, hence, no longer ‘outside’, an antidote, or an antithesis from which to 
rethink or reconstruct the ‘neoliberal paradigm’. This, in part, is why govern-
ment is increasingly reduced to an exercise in the technical management of 
capital, why ideologically founded politics appear dead, replaced by the pol-
itics of interest and entitlement and identity – three counterpoints of a single 
triangle. And this is why the capillaries of neoliberal governance seem so 
firmly entrenched in the cartography of our everyday lives.

(Comaroff 2011, 146; Mudge 2011)
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But for all of the pervasiveness of neoliberalism, there is a certain sleight of hand at 
work in the contention that the state should be reduced to something akin to an 
‘emergency services’ role, allowing dynamic entrepreneurship to flourish, since it 
does not stand up to the empirical evidence of high- risk state investments (espe-
cially in science and engineering) facilitating private gains (Mazzucato 2013). This 
socialization of risk/privatization of gains suddenly became highly visible and 
reached its apogee with the worldwide banking crisis. The subsequent financial 
turbulence brought with it predictions of the imminent death, demise or tempering 
of neoliberalism (Cahill 2011; Grugel and Riggirozzi 2012). Yet once the banking 
crisis had subsided (in large measure through public bail- outs), there was little cor-
rective/preventive legislation to prevent a recurrence, nor a holding to account of 
the individuals and corporations responsible (Garrett 2014), nor, most remarkably, 
a serious and sustained challenge to the neoliberal paradigm (Mirowski 2013). This 
is despite the fact that the limitations of neoliberalism as a panacea have long been 
evident, recently to the point that a 2016 paper produced by the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF )’s own research department argued that ‘no fixed agenda 
delivers good outcomes for all countries for all times. Policymakers, and institutions 
like the IMF that advise them, must be guided not by faith, but by evidence of what 
has worked’ (Ostry et al. 2016, 41). However, the IMF ’s Chief Economist, Maurice 
Obstfeld, was quick to state that ‘the article has been widely misinterpreted’ – ‘it 
[did] not signify a major change in the Fund’s approach’ and that the Fund had

not fundamentally changed the core of our approach, which is based on open 
and competitive markets, robust macro policy frameworks, financial stability, 
and strong institutions. But it has added important insights about how best to 
achieve those results in a sustainable way.

(International Monetary Fund, 2016)

More broadly, although neoliberal logic informed the regulatory arrangements 
which ‘contributed to the financial crisis of 2008 by putting in place a set of 
opportunities and constraints that led to rapid growth in the market for asset- 
backed securities’ (Major 2012, 536), neoliberalist principles remain the predomi-
nant ideological, institutional and technical governance instruments for configuring 
global, international and national socio- economic orders – and indeed, for address-
ing the financial turbulence for which they were partly responsible. The ongoing 
Greek debt crisis (Souliotis and Alexandri 2017; Konstantinidis 2016) is dramatic, 
but viewed against the history of neoliberal interventions, it is essentially an unex-
ceptional case:

[C]rises manifest themselves in specific ‘domestic’ contexts, each with their 
own history and internal logic, albeit the origins of such crises are rooted in 
the general dynamics of the global capitalist system and in the relations among 
its constituent national entities. […] In cases where individual states, each 
with their own history, internal logic, needs, pressures and coercive powers, 


